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IPython Interactive Computing and Visualization CookbookPackt Publishing, 2014

	Over 100 hands-on recipes to sharpen your skills in high-performance numerical computing and data science with Python


	About This Book

	
		Leverage the new features of the IPython notebook for interactive web-based big data analysis and visualization
	
		Become an expert in high-performance...
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Computational Methods in Systems Biology: International Conference, CMSB 2006Springer, 2006
established in 2003 to help catalyze the convergence of modellers, physicists, mathematicians, and theoretical computer scientists from fields such as language design, concurrency theory, program verification, and molecular biologists, physicians, and neuroscientists interested in a systems-level understanding of cellular physiology and...
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Dynamical Systems and Fractals: Computer Graphics Experiments with PascalCambridge University Press, 1989
This study of chaos, fractals and complex dynamics is intended for anyone familiar with computers.  While keeping the mathematics to a simple level with few formulas, the reader is introduced to an area of current scientific research that was scarcely possible until the availability of computers.     The book is divided into two main parts; the...
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Fundamentals of Quantum Physics: Textbook for Students of Science and Engineering (Undergraduate Lecture Notes in Physics)Springer, 2012

	This book presents a comprehensive course of quantum mechanics for undergraduate and graduate students. After a brief outline of the innovative ideas that lead up to the quantum theory, the book reviews properties of the Schrödinger equation, the quantization phenomena and the physical meaning of wave functions. The book discusses, in a...
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Particle Physics on the Eve of LHC: Proceedings of the Thirteenth Lomonosov Conference on Elementary Particle PhysicsWorld Scientific Publishing, 2009
This proceedings volume is devoted to a wide variety of items, both in theory and experiment, of particle physics such as tests of the Standard Model and beyond, physics at the future accelerators, neutrino and astroparticle physics, heavy quark physics, non-perturbative QCD, quantum gravity effects and cosmology. It is important that the papers in...
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A Mathematical Introduction to Fluid Mechanics (Texts in Applied Mathematics) (v. 4)Springer, 1993

	The goal of this text is to present some of the basic ideas of fluid mechanics in a mathematically attractive manner, to present the physical background and motivation for some constructions that have been used in recent mathematical and numerical work on the Navier-Stokes equations and on hyperbolic systems and to interest some of the...
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Physical Foundations of Continuum MechanicsCambridge University Press, 2012

	Ian Murdoch's Physical Foundations of Continuum Mechanics will interest engineers, mathematicians, and physicists who study the macroscopic behaviour of solids and fluids or engage in molecular dynamical simulations. In contrast to standard works on the subject, Murdoch's book examines physical assumptions implicit in continuum...
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Genetic Algorithms: Principles and Perspectives: A Guide to GA Theory (Operations Research/Computer Science Interfaces Series)Springer, 2002

	Genetic Algorithms: Principles and Perspectives: A Guide to GA Theory is a survey of some important theoretical contributions, many of which have been proposed and developed in the Foundations of Genetic Algorithms series of workshops. However, this theoretical work is still rather fragmented, and the authors believe that...
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Bose-Condensed Gases at Finite TemperaturesCambridge University Press, 2009
The discovery of Bose Einstein condensation (BEC) in trapped ultracold atomic gases in 1995 has led to an explosion of theoretical and experimental research on the properties of Bose-condensed dilute gases. The first treatment of BEC at finite temperatures, this book presents a thorough account of the theory of two-component dynamics and...
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Machine Learning for Vision-Based Motion Analysis: Theory and TechniquesSpringer, 2010

	Techniques of vision-based motion analysis aim to detect, track, identify, and generally understand the behavior of objects in image sequences. With the growth of video data in a wide range of applications from visual surveillance to human-machine interfaces, the ability to automatically analyze and understand object motions from video...
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Introduction to Computational Modeling Using C and Open-Source Tools (Chapman & Hall/CRC Computational Science)CRC Press, 2013

	Introduction to Computational Modeling Using C and Open-Source Tools presents the fundamental principles of computational models from a computer science perspective. It explains how to implement these models using the C programming language. The software tools used in the book include the Gnu Scientific Library (GSL), which...
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Numerical Analysis of Multiscale Computations: Proceedings of a Winter Workshop at the Banff International Research Station 2009 (Lecture Notes in Computational Science and Engineering)Springer, 2011

	This book is a snapshot of current research in multiscale modeling, computations and applications. It covers fundamental mathematical theory, numerical algorithms as well as practical computational advice for analysing single and multiphysics models containing a variety of scales in time and space. Complex fluids, porous media flow and...
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